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INTRODUCTION
Let k be a field of characteristic p G 5 and let S denote then
w xsymmetric group of degree n g N. In 7 , we carried out a detailed study of
the principal block of kS , which is the unique block of defect 3 for that3 p
group algebra. In particular, we found that all the decomposition numbers
of this block are 0 or 1, that there are no self-extensions of irreducibles,
and that all extensions between irreducibles are 0 or one-dimensional. The
aim of this paper is to show that these properties hold for all defect 3
blocks of symmetric group algebras. We also find that the Ext-quivers of
defect 3 blocks are all similar in shape. Thus, as with the principal block in
Ž w x.the defect 2 case see Martin 6 , the principal block of kS will prove3 p
to be a prototype for all blocks of defect 3.
w xWe start by extending Scopes' analysis of 2:1 pairs to blocks of defect 3
Ž w x w x .namely 3:1 and 3:2 pairs and show how part of the decomposition
matrix and quiver of certain defect 3 blocks of kS can be determinedn
from blocks of kS and kS . It then follows immediately that theny1 ny2
properties mentioned above hold for nearly all cases of a defect 3 block B
of some symmetric group algebra kS , if it is assumed that these proper-n
* Some of this work, supported by the EPSRC, will form a part of the second author's
w xdoctoral thesis 9 .
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ties hold for all defect 3 blocks of algebras of smaller symmetric groups.
The exceptional cases are those blocks whose p-core is rectangular, that is,
Ž z.of the form x , or made up of two rectangles, that is, of the form
Ž z1 z2 .x , x . In the latter case we shall call this core ``birectangular.'' These1 2
cases are considered separately. The main theorem is stated in Section 7.
w xFurther work on such pairs will appear in 13 .
1. BACKGROUND
Facts on modular representations of finite groups can be found in
w x w xBenson 1 and Landrock 5 . A general survey of the representation theory
w xof the symmetric group is given in James and Kerber 3 . Our notation and
conventions are drawn from there. In particular, we label partitions by
w xusing the device of James' abacus 3, pp. 77]79 . This is also summarized
w x Ž w xin 7 together with a statement of Schaper's formula first proved in 10
w x.and reformulated in 4 .
Suppose l is a partition whose Specht module belongs to a block of
defect 3 and whose Young diagram has less than or equal to m rows.
Suppose also that when represented on an abacus with p runners using m
² :beads, there are m beads on the jth runner for each j. The m , . . . , mj 1 p
notation is then defined as follows.
Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. 1 If the m-bead abacus for l has a single bead of
² :weight 1 on different runners i, j, and l, then the m , . . . , m notation1 p
² :for l is i, j, l .
Ž .2 If the m-bead abacus for l has two beads of weight 1 on runner j
² :and one bead of weight 1 on runner l, then the m , . . . , m notation for1 p
² :l is j, j, l .
Ž .3 If the m-bead abacus for l has three beads of weight 1 on
² : ² :runner j, then the m , . . . , m notation for l is j, j, j .1 p
Ž .4 If the m-bead abacus for gl has a single bead of weight 2 on
² :runner j and a single bead of weight 1 on runner l, then the m , . . . , m1 p
² :notation for l is j, l .
Ž .5 If the m-bead abacus for l has one bead of weight 2 and one
² :bead of weight 1 on runner j, then the m , . . . , m notation for l is1 p
² :j, j .
Ž .6 If the m-bead abacus for l has a single bead of weight 3 on
² : ² :runner j, then the m , . . . , m notation for l is j .1 p
Ž .Remark. We comment here that while the above nonstandard nota-
tion is designed specifically for partitions of weight 3, there are analogous
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Ž . Žand simpler definitions valid for partitions of weight 1 and 2 see, for
w x .example, 7, definition 2.1 for the weight 2 case .
Let B be a block of some symmetric group S of weight v with coren
Ž . Ž .b s b , . . . , b , b ) 0. Let G be the t q v p -element b-set for b , and1 t t
suppose that when G is displayed on an abacus with p runners, there are
G beads on runner j and that G s G q k for some i G 2 and positivej i iy1
k . Let B be the block of S of weight v whose core b can bei nyk
Ž .displayed by the t q v p -element b-set G satisfying
G s G j / i , i y 1 ,Ž .j j
G s G ,i iy1
G s G .iy1 i
w xSuch blocks B and B are said to form a v :k pair. Scopes proved thati
when k G v, the blocks B and B are Morita equivalent. In the defect 2i
w xcase, a pair of blocks B and B are either Morita equivalent or form a 2:1i
Ž w x.pair see 11, Section 5 . If a pair of defect 3 blocks are not Morita
w x w xequivalent, they must form either a 3:1 pair or a 3:2 pair. These pairs
are considered in detail in the next two sections. We conclude this section
by stating a useful result of James which shows how, in a particular
situation, a decomposition number for a symmetric group may be obtained
from one of a smaller symmetric group.
Ž w x. Ž .THEOREM 1.2 James 2 . 1 Suppose that l and m are partitions of n
R Ž . Rwith l s m s m and l p-regular. Let l s l , l , . . . and m s1 1 2 3
Ž . l mm , m , . . . . Then the composition multiplicity of D in S as an S -mod-2 3 k k n
ule equals the composition multiplicity of Dl
R
in S m
R
as an S -module.k k nym
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Suppose that l s l , . . . , l and m s m , . . . , m are parti-1 m 1 m
C Ž .tions of n with l , m / 0 and l p-regular. Let l s l y 1, . . . , l y 1m m 1 m
C Ž . land m s m y 1, . . . , m y 1 . Then the composition multiplicity of D in1 m k
S m as an S -module equals the composition multiplicity of Dl
C
in S m
C
as ank n k k
S -module.nym
w x2. ON 3:1 PAIRS
w xWe first consider defect 3 blocks which form 3:1 pairs. Such pairs will
Ž .consist of a block B of S whose core b s b , . . . , b has one more beadn 1 t
on runner i than on runner i y 1 when displayed on an abacus of p
runners with t q 3 p beads, and a block B of S with core b whosei ny1
Ž .t q 3 p -bead abacus display is obtained by interchanging runners i and
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Ž . w xi y 1 of the t q 3 p -bead abacus display of b. The first example of a 3:1
pair when k has characteristic 5 is given by the principal blocks of kS16
and kS . See Fig. 1.15
Let l be a partition of n belonging to B. Then the sum of the weights of
Ž .runners i and i y 1 of the abacus display of the t q v p -element b-set of
l is called the mass of l. The mass of a partition l of B is definedi
w xsimilarly. Note that the mass of a partition of either block of a v :k pair
w xlies between 0 and v. Now suppose that the blocks B and B form a 3:1i
pair. Then there are ten possibilities for the runners i and i y 1 in a
display for a partition with mass 3 belonging to B.
The first four abacus displays shown in Fig. 2 have a unique bead on
runner i that can be moved one place to the left onto runner i y 1.
Ž .Therefore, if l in B has a t q 3 p -element b-set corresponding to one of
these four abacus displays, then there is a unique partition l in B suchi
l l l B lthat S x ( S and S › ( S .k B k k ki
The remaining six abacus displays, however, have two beads on runner i
that can be moved onto runner i y 1. Label the partitions corresponding
to these abacus displays as follows: Let a , b , g denote the partitionsi i i
² : ² : ² :i, i , i, i y 1 , i y 1 and let a , b , g denote the partitionsiy1 iy1 iy1
² : ² : ² :i, i, i , i, i y 1, i y 1 , i y 1, i y 1 . Then if we let a , b , g denote thei i i
² : ² : ² :partitions i , i y 1, i , i y 1, i y 1 belonging to the block B andi
² : ² : ² :a , b , g denote i, i , i y 1, i, i , i y 1, i y 1, i y 1 , we haveiy1 iy1 iy1
a a b a B a bc c c c c cS x ; S [ S ; S › ; S [ S , AŽ .k B k k k k k 1i
b a g b B a gc c c c c cS x ; S [ S ; S › ; S [ S , BŽ .k B k k k k k 1i
g b g g B b gc c c c c cS x ; S [ S ; S › ; S [ S , CŽ .k B k k k k k 1i
where c s i or i y 1. Note that a and a are always p-regular.i i
w xNow consider partitions of mass 2 in a 3:1 pair. There are five possible
Ž .arrangements of the ith and i y 1 th runners. See Fig. 3.
The first and last of the displays in Fig. 3 have a unique bead on runner
i that can be moved onto runner i y 1. Therefore, a partition l in B with
l lŽ .a t q 3 p -element b-set corresponding to either display has S x ( Sk B ki
FIG. 1. Abacus displays of the cores of the principal blocks of kS and kS .16 15
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FIG. 2. Abacus displays of partitions of mass 3.
l B land S › ( S for a unique l in B . The remaining three partitions havek k i
two movable beads on runner i. So if we let a , b , g denote the partitionsj j j
² : ² : ² :i, i, j , i, i y 1, j , i y 1, j of B and let a , b , g denote the partitionsj j j
² : ² : ² :i, j , i, i y 1, j , i y 1, i y 1, j of B , for 1 F j F p, j / i, i y 1, theni
Ž . Ž . Ž .A , B , and C above also hold for c s j. Note that in all cases,1 1 1
a ) b ) g and a ) b ) g .c c c c c c
All the remaining partitions of B are of mass 1 or 0. In either case,
there is always a single movable bead on runner i. Hence we have the
following result.
FIG. 3. Abacus displays of partitions of mass 2.
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LEMMA 2.1. Let l be a partition of n and suppose that Sl belongs to thek
block B. If l is not equal to a , b , g , for any 1 F c F p, then there is ac c c
lunique partition l of n y 1, which is not equal to a , b , or g , such that Sc c c k
belongs to the block B andi
l lkS x ( S ,k Bi
l B lkS › ( S .k
This result provides us with a partial correspondence l ‹ l between
partitions of B and partitions of B .i
DEFINITION 2.2. If l is a partition whose Specht module belongs to B
Ž .and if l is not equal to a , b , or g , for any 1 F c F p, let F l s l.c c c
The map F has the effect of interchanging runners i and i y 1 of the
associated abacus displays and therefore preserves the lexicographic order-
Ž w x.ing of partitions and p-singularity see Scopes 11, 12 , from which we
deduce the following.
COROLLARY 2.3. If l is p-regular and l / a , b , or g , 1 F c F p, thenc c c
l lD x ( D ,k B ki
l B lD › ( D .k k
The abacus displays of a , b , and g have a bead on runner i y 1c c c
which can be moved one place to the right onto runner i. This action
Ãcorresponds to inducing the associated Specht modules to a block B of
ÃŽ .defect 1 of S . The t q 3 p -bead abacus display of the core of B hasnq1
one bead less on the runner i y 1 and one bead more on the runner i
than that of the core of B.
 4There is a unique permutation p of 1, . . . , p so that a ) a )p Ž1. p Ž2.
Ãa B ²p Žc.:p Žc. ² Ž .: ² Ž .:??? ) a . Then S › ( S with p 1 ) p 2 ) ??? )p Ž p. k k
Ã² Ž .: Ž .p p in B see the remark following Definition 1.1 above . Since the
Ãblock B has defect 1, its decomposition matrix is of the following form:
D²p Ž1.: D²p Ž2.: D²p Ž3.: ??? D²p Ž py1.:k k k k
S²p Ž1.:k 1¡ ƒ
²p Ž2.:S 1 1k
²p Ž3.: 1 1Sk
.. .. . .. . ..
²p Ž py1.: 1 1Sk ¢ §1²p Ž p.:Sk
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² Ž .: ² Ž .:Note that p p is p-singular. By the abacus displays of p c for
1 F c F p, we deduce that
Ã²p Žc.: B ²p Žc.:S x › ; 3S ,k B k
so
Ã²p Ž1.: B ²p Ž1.:D x › ; 3D .k B k
Ã²p Ž ly1.: B ²p Ž ly1.:Suppose that, for 1 - l F p y 1, D x › ; 3D . Then,k B k
Ã Ã²p Ž l .: B ²p Ž l .: ²p Ž ly1.: BS x › ; D q D x ›k B k k B
Ã²p Ž l .: B ²p Ž ly1.:; D x › q 3D .k B k
Hence
Ã²p Ž l .: B ²p Ž l .:D x › ; 3D .k B k
Ã²p Žc.: B ²p Žc.:So by induction, D x › ; 3D for all 1 F c F p y 1. Since byk B k
Schaper's formula, S bp Žc. and Sgp Žc. both contain a copy of Dap Žc., we havek k kÃ Ã Ãa B ²p Žc.: b B g B ²p Žc.:p Žc. p Žc. p Žc.D › s D , D › s D › s 0, and D x has threek k k k k B
copies of Dap Žc.. Also, D²p Žc.:x has no copies of Dap Ž l ., where l / c;k k B kÃ²p Žc.: B ²p Ž l .:otherwise D x › would have a copy of D . Therefore, from thek B k
Ã Ž .decomposition matrix of the block B, we can deduce statement 1 in the
Ž .following lemma. Statement 2 follows from Theorem 1.2.
LEMMA 2.4. For 1 F c F p y 1, Dap Žc. occurs once as a compositionk
factor of the Specht modules Sap Žc., S bp Žc., Sgp Žc., Sap Žcq1., S bp Žcq1., and Sgp Žcq1.,k k k k k k
and does not occur in any other Specht module.
Ž . bp Žc. gp Žc.2 D occurs once as a composition factor of S if b isk k p Žc.
p-regular.
ap Žc.We obtain a similar result below for the irreducibles D , 1 F c Fk
Ïp y 1, of B by considering restriction to a block B of defect 1 of S .i ny2
ÏŽ .The t q 3 p -bead abacus display of the core of B has one bead more on
runner i y 1 and one bead less on runner i than that of B .i
ap Žc.Ž .LEMMA 2.5. 1 For 1 F c F p y 1, D occurs once as a compositionk
a b g a b gp Žc. p Žc. p Žc. p Žcq1. p Žcq1. p Žcq1.factor of the Specht modules S , S , S , S , S , and S ,k k k k k k
and does not occur in any other Specht module.
b gp Žc. p Žc.Ž .2 D occurs once as a composition factor of S if b isk k p Žc.
p-regular.
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Ã ²p Žc.:Ž .Since B is of defect 1, the projective indecomposable P Dk
S²p Žc.: ak p Žc.Ž .; . The projective indecomposable P D of B is given by²p Žcq1.: kSk
Ž ²p Žc.:.P D x , so by the Branching Theorem we can add the followingk B
corollary.
COROLLARY 2.6.
aa p Žc.p Žc. SS kk
bb p Žc.p Žc. SS kk
gg p Žc.p Žc. SS kka ap Žc. p Žc.P D ; ; P D ; .Ž . Ž .k ka ap Žcq1. p Žcq1.S Sk k
b bp Žcq1. p Žcq1.S Sk k
gp Žcq1. gp Žcq1.S Sk k
acWe next consider restriction to B of the irreducible B-modules D ,i k
b g a bc c c cD , and D and induction to B of the irreducible B -modules D , D ,k k i k k
gcand D .k
acŽ .LEMMA 2.7. 1 If a is p-regular D x is indecomposable with irre-c k Bi
a a Bc cducible head and socle D and D › is indecomposable with irreduciblek k
head and socle Dac.k
b g g B bc c c cŽ .2 If b is p-regular, D x s D and D › s D .c k B k k ki
g b b B gc c c cŽ .3 If g is p-regular, D x s D and D › s D .c k B k k ki
ap Ž1.Ž .Proof. Suppose a ) a ) ??? ) a . By A , D x hasp Ž1. p Ž2. p Ž p. 1 k Bi
a a Bp Ž1. p Ž1.two composition factors isomorphic to D , while D › has twok k
a lp Ž1.composition factors isomorphic to D . By Corollary 2.3, all D withk k
ll ) a induce to give irreducible B-modules D , where l / a .p Ž1. k p Ž1.
ap Ž1.Therefore, by Frobenius Reciprocity, D x can only have copies ofk Bi
a bp Ž1. p Ž1.D and D in its head and socle. Similarly, the head and socle ofk k
a B a bp Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1.D › can only contain copies of D and D .k k k
bp Ž1. Ž .Suppose now that b is p-regular and consider D x . By B ,p Ž1. k B 1i
b a bp Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1. Ž .S x has two copies of D and one copy of D . By A ,k B k k 1i
a bp Ž1. p Ž1.however, D x has one copy of D in addition to two copies ofk B ki
a b a bp Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1.D . Therefore, D x has no copies of D or D and sok k B k ki
b g a Bp Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1.D x ( D and D › is indecomposable with head and soclek B k ki
a b B g ap Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1.D . Similarly, D › ( D and D x is indecomposable withk k k k Bi
ap Ž1. Ž .head and socle D . It then follows from C that if g is p-regular,k 1 p Ž1.
g b g B bp Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1. p Ž1.we have D x ( D and D › ( D .k B k k ki
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now suppose that the lemma holds for c s p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p r y 1 and
a lp Ž r .consider D x . Since all D with l ) a induce to give eitherk B k p Ž r .i
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irreducible B-modules Dl with l / a , or indecomposable B-modulesk p Ž r .
with head and socle Dap Ž s. with s - r, it follows by Frobenius Reciprocityk
a a bp Ž r . p Ž r . p Ž r .that D x can only have copies of D and D in its head andk B k ki
Ž . Ž . Ž .socle. Statement 2 , however, follows for c s p r from B and so1
a ap Ž r . p Ž r .D x is indecomposable with head and socle D . A similar argu-k B ki
a Bp Ž r . Ž . Ž .ment works for D › and statement 3 also follows easily for c s p r ,k
thus proving the lemma by induction.
We could now go on to obtain a large amount of information about the
modules in the block B, given information about B . In particular, thei
decomposition matrices of B and B agree on all rows except for thosei
a b g a b gc c c c c ccorresponding to S , S , and S in B and S , S , and S . in B .k k k k k k i
The lemma just proved provides us with a 1]1 correspondence between
the p-regular partitions of B and the p-regular partitions of B ; thisi
motivates the next definition.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.8. For l g B, let C l be the partition of B where thei
l C Žl. Ž .socle of D x is D . Then C l s l if l / a , b , or g , andk B k c c ci
Ž . Ž . Ž .C a s a , C b s g , and C g s b when a , b , and g are p-reg-c c c c c c c c c
ular.
We have shown that only irreducibles of the form Dac fail to give ank
acirreducible B -module on restriction and that only those of the form Di k
fail to give an irreducible B-module on induction. Therefore, we may
obtain the Ext-quiver of B from that of B except for the links attached toi
those nodes representing an irreducible of the form Dac. Moreover, byk
Corollary 2.6, the only nodes which can be linked to the node representing
Dap Žc. correspond to irreducible modules which appear either in the secondk
Loewy layer of Sap Žc. or in the first Loewy layer of S bp Žc., Sgp Žc., Sap Žcq1.,k k k k
S bp Žcq1., or Sgp Žcq1..k k
w x3. ON 3:2 PAIRS
w xWe now turn our attention to defect 3 blocks which form 3:2 pairs.
Ž .Such pairs will consist of a block B of S whose core b s b , . . . , b hasn 1 t
two more beads on runner i than on runner i y 1 when displayed on an
abacus of p runners with t q 3 p beads, and a block B of S with corei ny2
Ž .b whose t q 3 p -bead abacus display is obtained by interchanging runners
Ž .i and i y 1 of the t q 3 p -bead abacus display of b. The first example of
w xa 3:2 pair when k has characteristic 5 is given by the block of kS with21
Ž .core 5, 1 and the principal block of kS . See Fig. 4.19
w xSuppose the blocks B and B form a 3:2 pair. Then Fig. 5 exhibits thei
four possible arrangements for the runners i and i y 1 in a display for a
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Ž . Ž .FIG. 4. Abacus displays of the cores 5, 1 and 4 .
partition of mass 3 belonging to B with three movable beads on runner i.
ŽOf course, in general, B will contain more partitions of mass 3 than those
.listed here.
We label the partitions corresponding to these abacus displays as
² : ² :follows: let a , b , g , and d denote the partitions i, i, i , i, i, i y 1 ,
² : ² :i y 1, i , and i y 1 . In each case there are three movable beads on
runner i. Restriction to B corresponds to moving two beads from runner ii
lonto runner i y 1. Therefore, S x , for l s a , b , g , or d , has six Spechtk Bi
² : ² :module factors. Let a , b , g , and d denote the partitions i , i, i y 1 ,
² : ² :i, i y 1, i y 1 , and i y 1, i y 1, i y 1 in the block B . Then we havei
a a b g a B a b gS x ; 2 S [ S [ S ; S › ; 2 S [ S [ S , AŽ .Ž .Ž .k B k k k k k k k 2i
b a b d b B a b dS x ; 2 S [ S [ S ; S › ; 2 S [ S [ S , BŽ .Ž .Ž .k B k k k k k k k 2i
g a g d g B a g dS x ; 2 S [ S [ S ; S › ; 2 S [ S [ S , CŽ .Ž .Ž .k B k k k k k k k 2i
d b g d d B b g dS x ; 2 S [ S [ S ; S › ; 2 S [ S [ S . DŽ .Ž .Ž .k B k k k k k k k 2i
Note that a ) b ) g ) d and a ) b ) g ) d and that a and a are
always p-regular.
Each of the remaining partitions of B has at most two movable beads on
runner i. We can therefore state a lemma similar to Lemma 2.1.
FIG. 5. Abacus displays of partitions of mass 3.
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LEMMA 3.1. Let l be a partition of n and suppose that Sl belongs to thek
block B. If l is not equal to a , b , g , or d , then there is a unique partition l
lof n y 2, which is not equal to a , b , g , or d , such that S belongs to thek
block B andi
l lS x ; 2S ,k B ki
l B lS › ; 2S .k k
w xAs in the 3:1 pair case, we obtain a partial correspondence between the
partitions of B and B which preserves p-regularity and lexicographici
ordering.
DEFINITION 3.2. If l is a partition whose Specht module belongs to B
Ž .and if l is not equal to a , b , g , or d , let F l s l.
COROLLARY 3.3. If l is p-regular and l / a , b , g , or d , then
l lD x ; 2 D ,k B ki
l B lD › ; 2 D .k k
We now consider the multiplicity of the irreducibles Da, D b, and Dg ask k k
composition factors of S b, Sg, and Sd.k k k
Ž . a a b gLEMMA 3.4. 1 D occurs once as a composition factor of S , S , S ,k k k k
and Sd, and does not occur in any other Specht module.k
Ž . b g d2 D occurs once as a composition factor of S and S if b isk k k
p-regular.
Ž . g d3 D occurs once as a composition factor of S if g is p-regular.k k
Proof. The abacus displays of a , b , g , and d each have a unique bead
on runner i y 1 which can be moved one place to the right onto runner i.
This action corresponds to inducing the associated Specht modules to a
Ã Ž .block B of defect 0 of S . The t q 3 p -bead abacus display of thenq1
Ãsingle partition, n say, corresponding to B has one bead less on the runner
i y 1 and one bead more on the runner i than that of the core of B.
Hence, by the Branching Theorem,
Ã Ãa B n b B nS › ( S , S › ( S ,k k k k
Ã Ãg B n d B nS › ( S , S › ( S ,k k k k
Ãl B a b g dand S › s 0 for all l / a , b , g , or d . It follows that S , S , S , and Sk k k k k
each have precisely one irreducible composition factor which is not a
factor of any Specht module Sl, l / a , b , g , d and which gives a copy ofk
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Sn on induction to S . In the case of Sa it is Da. Since by Schaper'sk nq1 k k
b g d a Ž .formula, S , S , and S all contain copies of D , statement 1 is proved.k k k k
Ž . Ž .Statements 2 and 3 follow from Theorem 1.2.
Again we obtain a similar result for the irreducibles of B by consideringi
Ï Ž .restriction to a block B of defect 0 of S . The t q 3 p -bead abacusny3
Ïdisplay of the single partition h of B has one bead more on runner i y 1
and one bead less on runner i than that of the core of B .i
a a b gŽ .LEMMA 3.5. 1 D occurs once as a composition factor of S , S , S ,k k k k
dand S , and does not occur in any other Specht module.k
b g dŽ .2 D occurs once as a composition factor of S and S if b isk k kn
p-regular.
g dŽ .3 D occurs once as a composition factor of S if g is p-regular.k k
a a nŽ . Ž .The projective indecomposables P D and P D are given by S xk k k B
h Biand S › . So by the Branching Theorem, we can add the followingk
corollary.
COROLLARY 3.6.
aa SS kk
b bS Sk ka aP D ; ; P D ; .Ž . Ž .k g k gS Sk k
d dS Sk k
Now consider the restriction and induction of irreducibles and show that
a a Bonly D x fails to give a semisimple B -module, and that only D ›k B i ki
fails to give a semisimple B-module.
aŽ .LEMMA 3.7. 1 D x is the direct sum of at least two indecomposablek Bi
a a Bmodules, each with head and socle D . D › is the direct sum of at leastk k
two indecomposable modules, each with head and socle Da.k
b d d B bŽ .2 If b is p-regular, D x ; 2 D and D › ; 2 D .k B k k ki
g g g B gŽ .3 If g is p-regular, D x ; 2 D and D › ; 2 D .k B k k ki
d b b B dŽ .4 If d is p-regular, D x ; 2 D and D › ; 2 D .k B k k ki
Ž . Ž .Proof. The composition factors are determined from A ] D . In2 2
a a a Bparticular, D x has six factors isomorphic to D while D › has sixk B k ki
factors isomorphic to Da. By Corollary 3.6, however, the projective mod-k
a a a aŽ . Ž .ules P D and P D only have four copies of D and D , so bothk k k k
a a BD x and D › must be a direct sum of at least two indecomposables,k B ki
Ž .proving statement 1 .
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By Lemma 3.1, we know that the decomposition matrices of B and Bi
agree on all but four rows, and within these rows we now know certain
entries.
We will later show that all blocks of defect 3 have the property that they
Ž m m.1contain no irreducible that extends itself, that is, D , D s 0, for allk k k S n
p-regular m in a defect 3 block of S . If we assume this is true for B , thenn i
Ž . Ž .all the restricted and induced modules appearing in statements 2 ] 4
above and in Corollary 3.3 are semisimple of the form D r [ D r. There-k k
fore, in this case, the Ext-quiver of B can be obtained from that of Bi
except for the links attached to the node representing Da. Moreover, thek
only nodes which can be linked to the node representing Da correspond tok
irreducibles which appear either in the second Loewy layer of Sa or in thek
first Loewy layer of S b, Sg, or Sd.k k k
Ž .DEFINITION 3.8. For l g B, Let C l be the partition of B where thei
l C Žl. Ž .socle of D x is a direct sum of copies of D . Then C l s l ifk B ki
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l / a , b , g , or d , and C a s a , C b s d , C g s g , and C d s b
when b , g , and d are p-regular.
4. THE PRINCIPAL BLOCK OF S 3 p
w xThe principal block of S is studied in detail in 7 , from which we3 p
highlight three properties.
THEOREM 4.1. O¤er a field of characteristic p G 5, the principal block of
S has the following properties:3 p
Ž .1 All the decomposition numbers are 0 or 1.
Ž . Ž l l.12 D , D s 0 for all p-regular l.k k k S 3 p
Ž . Ž l m.13 D , D s 0 or 1 for all p-regular l and m.k k k S 3 p
We aim to show that these three properties hold for all blocks of defect
3. First we examine conditions under which each property would be
immediately true for a block B of some symmetric group S of defect 3, ifn
true for all blocks of defect 3 of smaller symmetric groups. If a block B
w x w xforms 3:1 or 3:2 pairs with more than one block, we shall distinguish
w xpartitions using superscripts. For example, if B forms a 3:1 pair with B ,i
² : i w xthen the partition i, i, c will be denoted a , while if B forms a 3:2 pairc
j² :with B , the partition j, j, j will be denoted a .j
Ž .1 All Decomposition Numbers are 0 or 1
Ž .Consider, for example, a block B of S with core b , . . . , b , b ) 0,n 1 t t
Ž .whose associated t q 3 p -bead abacus display satisfies G s G q 1 andi iq1
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w xG s G q 2 for two distinct values 1 F i, j F p. Then B forms a 3:1j jy1
w xpair with a block B of S and a 3:2 pair with a block B of S . Byi ny1 j ny2
restriction to B , we obtain all the rows of the decomposition matrix excepti
for those corresponding to S
i ac, S
i bc, and S
igc, for 1 F c F p. By restrictionk k k j j ia b gto B , we obtain all the rows except for those corresponding to S , S , S ,j k k k
and S
jd. So by combining these results, we can obtain all the rows of thek
w xdecomposition matrix of B. This can also be done if B forms 3:1 pairs
w x w xwith two blocks of S or 3:2 pairs with two blocks of S 13 .ny1 ny2
Hence if the property holds for all blocks of smaller symmetric groups of
defect 3, it holds for all B of S which can be paired with at least two ofn
them.
Ž . Ž l l.12 D , D s 0 for all p-regular lk k k S n
Suppose now that there are at least two blocks B and B which formi j
w x w x3:1 or 3:2 pairs with B. Then there are three cases to consider:
Ž . w x1 If both blocks form 3:1 pairs, we may obtain all the links of the
Ž i ac j ad.1Ext-quiver except for those corresponding to D , D , for all 1 Fk k k S n
c, d F p.
Ž . w x2 If both blocks form 3:2 pairs, we may obtain the whole of the
Ž i a j a .1Ext-quiver except for the link corresponding to D , D .k k k S n
Ž . w x w x3 If B and B form 3:1 and 3:2 pairs, respectively, we mayi j
obtain all the links of the Ext-quiver except for those corresponding to
Ž i ac j a .1D , D , for all 1 F c F p.k k k S n
So in each case we can obtain all the self-extensions of B from the
Ext-quivers of defect 3 blocks of smaller symmetric groups. In particular, if
all defect 3 blocks of smaller symmetric groups have no self-extensions, the
same is true for B.
Ž . Ž l m.13 D , D s 0 or 1 for all p-regular l and mk k k S n
We find from the previous paragraph that if B can be paired with at
least two blocks, then most of the Ext-values can be determined. In fact,
Ž .the remaining Ext-spaces are all zero-dimensional; for example, in 2 , if
we assume without loss of generality that ia )ja , then D
j a does not appeark
in S
i a nor in the first Loewy layer of S
i b, S
ig, or S
i d, so D
i a does not extendk k k k k
D
j a. Therefore, if the property holds for all blocks of defect 3 of smallerk
symmetric groups, it also holds for blocks of S which can be paired withn
at least two blocks.
It follows that there are only two types of blocks of S we need ton
w xconsider: blocks which form a single 3:1 pair with a block of S butny1
w xform no 3:2 pair with any block of S , and blocks which form a singleny2
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w x w x3:2 pair but no 3:1 pairs. We have observed that if the blocks B and Bi
w xform a 3:1 pair, we can obtain the Ext-quiver of B from that of B excepti
for the links attached to the nodes representing an irreducible of the form
Dac. Hence multiple and self-extensions can only occur at these nodes if itk
is assumed that there are no multiple or self-extensions occurring in the
w xExt-quiver of B . If B and B form a 3:2 pair, the multiple and self-exten-i i
sions can only occur at the node representing Da in the Ext-quiver of B ifk
there are no multiple or self-extensions in the Ext-quiver of B . If wei
assume that all decomposition numbers are 0 or 1, then from the struc-
tures of the projective indecomposables given in Lemmas 2.6 and 3.6, we
deduce that multiple and self-extensions can only occur when some b orc
Ž w x . Ž w x .g in the 3:1 pair case or b , g , or d in the 3:2 pair case is p-singular.c
These cases are dealt with by appealing to conjugate blocks in order to
Žobtain further information about the projective indecomposables see
.Section 6 . We will therefore concentrate on proving that all decomposi-
tion numbers of defect 3 blocks are 0 or 1.
5. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS
5.1. Blocks with rectangular cores
w xIn this section, we consider a block B that only forms a single 3:1 pair
w xwith a block B of S and no 3:2 pairs with any blocks of S . Ini ny1 ny2
this case, there is precisely one runner which has one more bead than the
Ž .previous runner in the t q 3 p -bead abacus display of the core of B. As
there are always three beads on the first runner of such a display, this
implies that there are at most four beads on any runner. Hence the core of
Ž . zB is rectangular of the form i y 1 , with i q z y 1 F p. The abacus
display has three beads on the first i y 1 runners, four beads on the next z
runners, and three beads on the final p y i y z q 1 runners. See Fig. 6.
Any two adjacent runners have either the same number of beads, or one
runner has four beads and the other has three beads. Given a display for a
partition l of B, the action of moving a bead from a runner s onto the
FIG. 6. Display of a rectangular core.
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adjacent runner s y 1 corresponds to restricting to a block of S . Ourny1
approach will be to consider restriction of irreducibles to blocks of S ny1
of lower defect.
Restriction of irreducibles
Suppose we have a partition m of B which satisfies the following two
conditions: the abacus display has a bead on a runner s / 1, i, i q z which
is movable one space to the left onto runner s y 1, and the sum of the
weights of the beads on runner s is greater than the sum of the weights of
the beads on runner s y 1. Then the two runners have the same number
of beads and the action of moving the bead from runner s to runner s y 1
corresponds to restricting S m to a block B of defect 2. There is always atk s
most one movable bead on runner s, so we obtain a single Specht module
mÄS on restriction to B . Furthermore, for any m of B , there are preciselyÄk s s
m m mÄ1 2two partitions, m ) m say, of B such that S x s S x s S . By1 2 k B k B ks s
the second condition on m, we must have m s m . The mapping m ‹ m ofÄ1
partitions of B satisfying the two conditions above to partitions of Bs
preserves lexicographic ordering and p-regularity. As a consequence,
m mÄ Ž w x.D x s D the details are given in 7, Section 3 .k B ks
Ž .Now suppose m has a bead on runner 1 at position mp movable onto
Ž .runner p at position mp y 1 and that there are no beads on runner p at
X Ž X .a higher position m p y 1 m ) m . Then the action of moving the bead
from runner 1 to runner p corresponds to restricting S m to a block B ofk 1
Ž .defect 1 or 0. The defect of B is 0 if i q z y 1 s p; 1 otherwise. There1
mÄis at most one movable bead so we obtain a single Specht module S onk
restriction to B , but there are four partitions m ) m ) m ) m belong-1 1 2 3 4
m mÄj Ž .ing to B with S x s S j s 1, 2, 3, 4 . Their abacus arrays are ob-k B k1
Ž .tained from the t q 3 p -bead display of the core associated with B by
sliding up beads on runners 1 and p in four obvious ways. So by the second
condition on m, we have m s m , the map m ‹ m preserves lexicographicÄ1
m mÄordering and p-regularity, and D x s D .k B k1
If m has a bead on runner i q z movable onto runner i q z y 1 and
there are no beads on runner i q z y 1 at a higher position, then the
action of moving the bead corresponds to restricting S m to a block B ofk iqz
m mÄdefect 1. Again there is at most one movable bead so S x s S . Therek B kiq z
are three partitions m ) m ) m whose corresponding Specht1 2 3
mÄ m mÄmodules restrict to B to give S so m s m and D x s D asiqz k 1 k B kiq z
before.
Most partitions of B will satisfy the criteria given in at least one of the
three previous paragraphs and so we deduce that most irreducibles of B
give an irreducible on restriction to some block of lower defect. If
m mÄ mD x s D , where B has defect 2, 1, or 0, then the multiplicity of Dk B k s ks
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l mÄ lin S is equal to the multiplicity of D in S x . This value cannot bek k k Bs
greater than 1 since all decomposition numbers of blocks of defect 2, 1, or
0 are either 0 or 1. Therefore it just remains to investigate the multiplici-
ties of those irreducibles of B whose partitions do not satisfy the criteria
given in any of the three previous paragraphs. Moreover, by Lemma 2.1,
these multiplicities cannot be greater than 1 except in the Specht modules
Sac, S bc, and Sgc, for 1 F c F p, so we need only consider such irre-k k k
m Žducibles D with m ) g , m / a , b , g . The partition g appearsk iy1 c c c iy1
further down than any other g in the lexicographic ordering, so no D mc k
with m - g can appear in any Sac, S bc, or Sgc. Also the multiplicities ofiy1 k k k
ac bc gc .irreducibles of the form D , D , and D are dealt with in Lemma 2.4.k k k
Ž .A complete list of the remaining p-regular partitions is given in Table 1.
Assuming all the decomposition number in the block B are either 0 ori
1, the multiplicity of any D m as a composition factor of some Sac, S bc, ork k k
Sgc is at most 2. Moreover, if it is 2, then one of the following holds:k
Ž . m a c1 D occurs with multiplicity 2 in S and multiplicity 1 in bothk k
b g m a bc c cS and S , and D occurs with multiplicity 1 in both S and S .k k k k ck
Ž . m bc2 D occurs with multiplicity 2 in S and multiplicity 1 in bothk k
a g m a gc c c cS and S , and D occurs with multiplicity 1 in both S and S .k k k k k
Ž . m g c3 D occurs with multiplicity 2 in S and multiplicity 1 in bothk k
a b m b gc c c cS and S , and D occurs with multiplicity 1 in both S and S .k k k k k
Ž . m a c bc gc4 D occurs with multiplicity 2 in S , S , and S , for some c,k k k k
m a b gc c cand D occurs with multiplicity 1 in S , S , and S .k k k k
m a b bc c cWe therefore consider the multiplicities of D in S , S , and S in B .k k k k i
We do this by looking at two sequences of blocks.
TABLE 1
m Conditions on i, z
² :i }
² :i, i q 1 i / p; z G 2
² :i, i q z i q z F p
² :i q 2, i q 1, i i F p y 2; z G 3
² :i q z, i q 1, i i q z F p; z G 2
² :i q 1, i z s 1; i / p
² :1, i i q z s p q 1
² :i q z q 1, i q z, i i q z F p y 1
² :i q z, i, 1 i q z F p
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Sequences of blocks
Suppose i q z F p and that m appears in Table 1 and has a bead
of nonzero weight on runner i q z and let B denote the block ofu
ŽŽ .u Ž . zyu.S with core i y 1 , i y 2 , where 0 F u - z. Then we3 pqŽ iy2. zqu
have a sequence of blocks B , . . . , B , in which B has a rectangular0 zy1 0
zŽŽ . .core i y 2 , B s B , and for each j the blocks B and B form ai zy1 jq1 j
w x3:1 pair. Let F be the map l ‹ l of partitions of B to partitions ofj jq1
B described in Definition 2.2. Then the partitions m and g havej c
well-defined images, m and g say, under the map F ? F . . . F . TheÄ Äc 0 1 zy2
m g m gÄc cmultiplicity of D in S in B is the same as the multiplicity of D in Sk k i k k
in B . The abacus display of m, however, has only three beads on runnersÄ0
i q z and i q z y 1 with no beads of nonzero weight on runner i q z y 1,
so we may move the bead of nonzero weight on runner i q z one space to
the left. As before, this corresponds to restricting to a block B of defect 2
mÄ mÄ rwith D x irreducible. Since the multiplicity of D in some S is equalk B k k
mÄ r mÄ gÄcto the multiplicity of D x in S x , D can only appear in those Sk B k B k k
Žwhich have a nonzero restriction to B. The image g written inÄc
² iy2 z pyiyzq2: .3 , 4 , 3 notation varies as follows:
² :¡ i y 1, i y 1 , if c s i;~² :g s c y 1, i y 1, i y 1 , if i q 1 F c F i q z y 1;Äc ¢² :c, i y 1, i y 1 , otherwise.
gÄ iq zSo only S has a nonzero restriction to B and therefore the multiplicityk
m g m bc iqzof D in S is zero unless c s i q z. The multiplicity of D in S isk k k k
Ä ²also zero since b has a well-defined image b s i q z, i q z y 1, i yiqz iqzÄb miq z:1 and S x s 0. We deduce that D can never occur with multiplicityk B k
b gc c Ž . Ž .1 in both S S . Hence 3 and 4 above cannot occur and thek k
multiplicity of D m in Sgc is at most 1.k k
We can now eliminate the possibility of D m occurring with multiplicity 2k
in any Sac, S bc, and Sgc for several cases in Table 1. First consider the twok k k
² : ² :cases m s i q z q 1, i q z, i where i q z F p y 1, and m s i q z, i, 1
where i q z F p. Then if i F c F i q z y 1, m appears further down the
lexicographic ordering than a , b , and g , so D m cannot appear in Sac,c c c k k
S bc, and Sgc. For other values of c, that is, 1 F c F i y 1 and i q z F c F p,k k
Žthe partitions m, a , and b each have a bead at position 4 p q i y 1 onc c
.runner i and no bead at a higher position. Therefore by Theorem 1.2, the
multiplicities of D m in Sac and S bc are given by a decomposition matrix ofk k k
a block of defect 2 and so cannot be greater than 1. Since we have seen
above that the multiplicity of D m in any Sgc is also at most 1, these twok k
cases can be eliminated. If we allow i q z s p q 1 and interpret runner
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i q z as runner 1 in the above argument, we can also remove the case
² :m s 1, i .
Now suppose that, in addition to having a bead of nonzero weight on
runner i q z, that m appears in Table 1 and also has a bead of nonzero
weight on runner i and let B be the block of G with core¤ 3 pqŽ iy1.Ž zy1.q¤
ŽŽ . zy1 .i y 1 , ¤ , where 0 F ¤ - i y 1. Then we have a second sequence
zy1ŽŽ . .B , . . . , B , in which B has a rectangular core i y 1 , B s B ,0 iy2 0 i iy2
w xand for each j the blocks B and B form a 3:1 pair. Let Q denotejq1 j j
the map l ‹ l of partitions of B to partitions of B as in Definitionjq1 j
2.2. Then the partitions m and a have well-defined images, m and a ,Æ Æc c
Ž ² iy1 zy1under the map Q ? Q ??? Q . The image a written in 4, 3 , 4 ,Æ0 1 iy3 c
py iyzq1: .3 notation varies as follows:
² :¡ i , c q 1 , if c F i y 2;
² :i , i , if c s i y 1;~a sÆc ² :i , if c s i ;¢² :i , c , if c G i q 1.
aÆpSince i q z F p, S has a nonzero restriction to a block B of defect 2k
corresponding to the action of moving a bead on runner 1 onto runner p,
ÆbpÆ ² :while b has a well-defined image b s p, i, 1 and S x s 0. Ifp p k B
aÆ mÆ mÆcc / p, however, then S x s 0. So, when D x is nonzero, D cank B k B k
Æa bÆc cnever occur with multiplicity 1 in both S and S , which in turn impliesk k
m a bc cthat D can never occur with multiplicity 1 in both S and S . Hence ink k k
Ž . Ž . m a cthis case, 1 and 4 cannot occur and the multiplicity of D in S is atk k
most 1.
² :Now consider the following cases: m s i, i q z where i q z F p y 1,
² : ² :m s i q z, i q 1, i where i q z F p y 1, z G 2, and m s i q 1, i where
mÆz s 1, i F p y 2. Then m has an image m such that D x is nonzero. SoÆ k B
the multiplicity of D m in Sac is at most 1. Since m has a bead of nonzerok k
weight on runner i q z, the multiplicity of D m in Sgc is also at most 1.k k
m a gÄ c cFurthermore, since i q z / p, the multiplicities of D in S and Sk k k
Ž . mcannot both equal 1. This eliminates the possibility of 2 occurring. So Dk
cannot occur with multiplicity greater than 1 in any Specht module in
these cases.
So we have eliminated a number of cases from Table 1. For information
Ž .on the remaining cases listed below in Table 2 we look to the conjugate
blocks.
Conjugate blocks
w xIn general, if B and B form a v :k pair, then so do the conjugate
X X w x w xblocks B and B . Hence the conjugates of a 3:1 pair also form a 3:1
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TABLE 2
m Conditions on i, z
² :i }
² :i, i q 1 i / p; z G 2
² :i, p i q z s p
² :i q 2, i q 1, i i F p y 2; z G 3
² :p, i q 1, i i q z s p; z G 2
² :p, p y 1 z s 1; i s p y 1
Ž .pair. Now suppose that, as before, we move from the t q 3 p -bead abacus
display of the core of B to that of B by moving a bead from runner i onto
Xrunner i y 1 and that we obtain the display of the core of B from that of
BX by moving a bead from runner j onto runner j y 1. Let ia , ib , and igc c c
be the usual partitions of B. Then ia X , ib X, and ig X are of the form jg , jb ,b c c d d
j Ž .and a , respectively for some 1 F d F p . In other words, by takingd
i i i < 4conjugates, we obtain a bijection between the sets a , b , g 1 F c F p ofc c c
j j j < 4 X i acB and a , b , g 1 F d F p of B . Also in this notation, D m alt is ofd d d k
the form D
j ah for some 1 F h F p.k
Now suppose l sia , ib , or ig for some c and consider what this tellsc c c
us about composition factors of Sl in the block B with rectangular corek
Ž . z lX X
zq 1ad
zq1 bd
zq1gdi y 1 . The conjugate S of B is of the form S , S , or S andk k k k
the multiplicity of D m in Sl is equal to the multiplicity of D m
U
k k k
Ž m . lX mU lXs D m alt in S . In some cases, the multiplicity of D in S is easierk k k k
to compute than the multiplicity of D m in Sl. In particular, in the case ofk k
mU -zq1g , the irreducible D m
U
cannot occur in Sl
X
, which implies thez k k
multiplicity of D m in Sl is zero. It is therefore useful in some cases tok k
identify the module D m
U
in order to establish the multiplicities of D m ink k
the Specht modules S
i ac, S
i bc, and S
igc, for 1 F c F p.k k k
Ž .Let B be the block of S 0 F ¤ - i y 1 with coreŽ iy1.uq¤ 3 pqŽ iy1.uq¤
ŽŽ .u .i y 1 , ¤ . Then we have a sequence of blocks B , . . . , B , in which0 Ž iy1. z
B is the principal block of S , B s B, and where, for each j, the0 3 p Ž iy1. z
w xblocks B and B form a 3:1 pair. Let C denote the 1]1 map ofjq1 j j
p-regular partitions of B to p-regular partitions of B defined injq1 j
Definition 2.8. By taking conjugate blocks, we obtain a similar sequence
X X X X X ŽŽ .u .XB , . . . , B , in which B s B , B has core i y 1 , ¤ ,0 Ž iy1. z Ž iy1. z Ž iy1.uq¤
X X Xand C is a map r ‹ r of partitions of B to partitions of B . Since thej jq1 j
actions of restriction and conjugate commute, we have the following
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commutative diagram for each pair of blocks B and B :jq1 j
l C Žl.6D Dk k
6
malt malt .
6
U Ul C Žl.6D Dk k
Therefore, we can use information about the effect of tensoring with alt in
Ž w x.B obtained from 7 to determine effects of tensoring with alt in0
² : ² iy1B , . . . , B . For example, suppose z s 1 and m s i of B in 3 ,1 Ž iy1. z
py i:4, 3 notation. Then
² : ² py1:C ? C ??? C m s 1 in 4, 3 notation,Ž .0 1 iy2
² : ² p:s p in 3 notation.
Given that
² :U ² : ² p:p s 4, 3, 2 in 3 notation,
² : ² iy1 pyiq1:s i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 in 4 , 3 notation,
Ž X .y1 Ž X .y1 Ž X .y1 Ž X.y1we map apply the map C ??? C ? C , where C is theiy2 1 0 j
X ² : ² iy1 pyiq1:inverse map of C , to i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 in 4 , 3 notation toj
U X ² iy1 pyi:obtain m of B in 3, 4 , 3 notation as follows:
² :¡ i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 , if i F p y 3;
² :p , p y 1, 2 , if i s p y 2;U ~m s ² :p , 3, 2 , if i s p y 1;¢² :4, 3, 2 , if i s p.
Repeating this procedure for all the cases m appearing in Table 2, we
Ž . Uobtain the following list Table 3 for m . Each case is consistent with the
Mullineux map of partitions. If, for a certain case, we can show that the
irreducible D m
U
can never occur in any S
zq 1ad, S
zq 1 bd, or S
zq 1gd of BX, it willk k k k
follow that the multiplicity of D m in any S
i ac, S
i bc, or S
igc is zero. This isk k k k
immediately true if mU -zq1g , and these cases are labelled with ² in Tablez
U Ž3. It is also true if m appears in Table 1 with i replaced by z q 1 since
U iy1.m belongs to the conjugate block with core z but not in Table 2.
These cases are labelled with ³ in Table 3. The remaining cases are dealt
Ž .with by Schaper's formula. An example is given in the Appendix.
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TABLE 3
Mullineux Mapping of Irreducibles in Table 2
² :m s i
UConditions on i, z m
² :z s 1; i F p y 3 i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 ²
² .z s 1; i s p y 2 o, o y 1, 2 ³
² :z s 1; i s p y 1 p, 3, 2
² :z s 1; i s p 4, 3, 2
² :z s 2; i F p y 3 i q 3, i q 2, 1 ²
² :z s 2; i s p y 2 1, p ²
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 1, 3 ³
² :z G 3; i q z F p i q z, 2, 1 ²
² :z G 3; i q z s p q 1 1, 2 ²
² :m s i, i q 1
UConditions on i, z m
² :z s 2; i F p y 4 i q 4, i q 3, i q 2 ²
² :z s 2; i s p y 3 p, p y 1, 3 ³
² :z s 2; i s p y 2 p, 4, 3
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 5, 4, 3
² :z G 3; i q z F p y 1 i q z q 1, i q z, 1 ²
² :z G 3; i q z s p 1, p ²
² :z G 3; i q z s p q 1 1, z q 1 ³
² :m s i, p
UConditions on i, z m
² :i q z s p p, z q 1, 1 ³
² :m s i q 2, i q 1, i
UConditions on i, z m
² :3 F z F p y 3; i q z F p y 2 i q z q 2, i q z q 1, i q z ²
² :3 F z F p y 3; i q z s p y 1 p, p y 1, z q 1 ³
² :3 F z F p y 3; i q z s p p, z q 2, z q 1
² :3 F z F p y 3; i q z s p q 1 z q 3, z q 2, z q 1
² :z s p y 2; i s 2 p, p y 1
² :z s p y 2; i s 3 p y 1, p
² :z s p y 1; i s 2 p
² :m s p, i q 1, i
UConditions on i, z m
² :i q z s p; i G 4; z G 2 z q 3, z q 2, z q 1
² :z s p y 3; i s 3 p y 2, p y 1
² :z s p y 2; i s 2 p y 1
² :m s p, p y 1
UConditions on i, z m
² :z s 1; i s p y 1 4, 3, 2
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5.2. Blocks with birectangular cores
w xWe now consider blocks B which form a single 3:2 pair with a block Bi
w xof S and no 3:1 pairs with any blocks of S . In this case, there isny2 ny1
precisely one runner which has two more beads than the previous runner
Ž .in the t q 3 p -bead abacus display of the core of B. Now the core of B is
ŽŽ . z1 Ž . z2 .of the form p y z q i y 1 , i y 1 , with i q z y 1 F p and z G2 2 2
z . The abacus display has three beads on the first i y 1 runners, five1
beads on the next z runners, four beads on the following z y z runners,1 2 1
and three beads on the remaining p y i y z q 1 runners. See Fig. 7.2
Restriction of irreducibles
Suppose m is a p-regular partition of B. We can eliminate the possibility
of D m occurring with multiplicity greater than 1 in any Specht module fork
most m in B. If in the abacus display of m there is a bead on runner
s / i, i q z , i q z , 1 movable one space to the left onto runner s y 1 and1 2
the sum of the weights of the beads on runner s is greater than the sum of
the weights on runner s y 1, it follows as in the rectangular core case that
m mÄD x s D is nonzero, where B is a block of defect 2. If m has a beadk B k ss
on runner s s 1, i q z , or i q z movable onto runner s y 1, with no1 2
m mÄbeads on runner s y 1 at a higher position, then D x s D is nonzero,k B ks
where B is a block of defect 1 or 0. In these cases, the multiplicity of D ms k
in any Specht module Sl of B cannot be greater than 1 as all decomposi-k
tion numbers of blocks of defect 0, 1, or 2 are either 0 or 1.
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that an irreducible D m can only occur withk
multiplicity greater than 1 in Sa, S b, Sg, and Sd where a , b , g , and d arek k k k
w xthe usual partitions defined in a 3:2 pair. Therefore we need only
m Žconsider irreducibles D with m ) d , m / a , b , g , or d . The multiplici-k
ties of Da, D b, Dg, and Dd in Sa, S b, Sg, and Sd are dealt with ink k k k k k k k
.Lemma 3.4. Now suppose m has its bead of highest position at 5p q i y 1
on runner i. Then by Theorem 1.2, the multiplicities of D m in Sa, S b, andk k k
Sg are the same as the multiplicities of D m
R
in Sa
R
, S b
R
, and Sg
R
,k k k k k
respectively, where mR, a R, b R, and g R are the partitions m, a , b , and g
FIG. 7. Display of core of B.
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with their first rows removed. Since mR is in a block of defect 2, the
multiplicities are at most 1. Moreover, the partition a R is always p-regu-
lar and mR / a R, so D m
R
can occur as a composition factor in at most twok
of the three Specht modules Sa
R
, S b
R
, and Sg
R
, because the nondiagonalk k k
Žentries of Cartan matrices of blocks of defect 2 are 0, 1, or 2 see Scopes
w x. m a b g11, 12 . Thus the multiplicity of D is 1 in at most two of S , S , and Sk k k k
mand zero otherwise. By a similar argument, the multiplicity of D is 1 in atk
b g dmost two of S , S , and S in B and zero otherwise. This informationk k k i
Ž . Ž . mtogether with A ] D , implies that D has multiplicity at most 1 in2 2 k
each of Sa, S b, Sg, and Sd. The partitions unaccounted for are listedk k k k
below in Table 4.
Sequences of blocks
As in the rectangular core case, we can reduce the list in Table 4 by
considering restricting irreducibles through a sequence of blocks. First
suppose m g B appears in Table 4 and has a bead of weight 2 on runner i
at position 6 p q i y 1, and let m be the partition given by moving thisj
bead from position 6 p q i y 1 to 6 p q i y j, for 1 F j F p y z q 1. Then1
we have a sequence of partitions m s m , m , . . . , m s m and blocksÄ1 2 pyz q11
Ä m j B jB s B , B , . . . , B s B such that D x has a composition1 2 pyz q1 k B1 jq1
factor D m jq 1. So by a series of restrictions of the irreducible D m, we obtaink k
mÄÄa nonzero module of B with a composition factor D , where m has a beadÄk
on runner i q z at position 5p q i q z y 1. Suppose in addition that the1 1
display of m g B has five beads on runner i q z y 1 of zero weight. Then1
the bead at position 5p q i q z y 1 in the display of m can be moved oneÄ1
space to the left onto runner i q z y 1 to give a partition r of a block B1Äm B rÄsuch that D x s D . Note that the display of the core of B has sixk B k
beads on runner i q z y 1. So we deduce that D mx B is nonzero with a1 k B
TABLE 4
m Conditions on i, z , z1 2
² :i }
² :i, i q 1 i / p; z G 22
² :i, i q z i q z F p1 1
² :i, i q z z ) z ; i q z F p2 2 1 2
² :i, i }
² :i q 2, i q 1, i z G 3; i F p y 21
² :i q z , i q 1, i z G 2; i q z F p1 1 1
² :i q z , i q 1, i z G 2; i q z F p2 1 2
² :i q 1, i, i z G 2; i / p1
² :i q 1, i z s 1; i / p1
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composition factor D r. The Specht modules Sa, S b, Sg, and Sd, however,k k k k k
are zero on restriction to the block B , since it is impossible to obtain a
partition of B by moving beads in the displays of a , b , g , and d onto
lower positions. Therefore, in this case D m does not occur as a composi-k
tion factor in any Sa, S b, Sg, and Sd.k k k k
It follows that we can eliminate the possibility of D m occurring as ak
a b g d ²composition factor of S , S , S , and S for the following cases: m s i, ik k k k
: ² : ² : ² :q z , i, i , and i, i q z , for z G 2, and m s i, i q 1 , for z G 3.1 2 1 1
Each of these satisfy the condition of having five beads of zero weight on
² :runner i q z y 1. The above argument is also valid for the case m s i ,1
for z G 2.1
Now suppose m g B appears in Table 4 and has a bead of weight 1 on
Ž . Ž .runner i at position 5p q i y 1 and on runner i q 1 at position 5p q i ,
where z G 2, and let m be the partition given by moving these beads onto1 j
positions 5p q i y j and 5p q i y j q 1, respectively, for 1 F j F p y z2
q 1. Then we have a second sequence of partitions m s m , m , . . . ,1 2
Æm s m, and blocks B s B , B , . . . , B s B such thatÆpyz q1 1 2 pyz q12 2
m B mj j jq1D x has a composition factor D . So by a series of restrictions ofk B kjq 1
m Æthe irreducible D , we obtain a nonzero module of B with a compositionk
mÆfactor D , where m has beads at positions 4 p q i q z y 1 and 4 p q i qÆk 2
z . Now assume in addition that the display of m g B has four beads on2
runners i q z y 2 and i q z y 1 all of zero weight. Then we can move2 1
the beads at positions 4 p q i q z y 1 and 4 p q i q z in the display of mÆ2 2
Æm BÆtwo spaces to the left to give a partition e of a block B such that D xk B
has a composition factor De. The display of the core of B has five beadsk
on runners i q z y 2 and i q z y 1. We deduce that D mx B is nonzero2 2 k B
with a composition factor De. Again the Specht modules Sa, S b, Sg, andk k k k
Sd are zero on restriction to the block B , since the partitions a , b , g , andk
d do not have beads of weight 1 on runner i q 1. Therefore D m does notk
occur in Sa, S b, Sg, or Sd.k k k k
We deduce that D m cannot occur in Sa, S b, Sg, or Sd in the followingk k k k k
² : ² : ² :cases: m s i q 2, i q 1, i , i q z , i q 1, i , and i q 1, i, i , for z G z2 2 1
² :q 2 and m s i q z , i q 1, i , for z G z q 3. Each of these satisfy the1 2 1
condition of having four beads of zero weight on runners i q z y 1 and2
² :i q z y 1. We can also eliminate the case i q 1, i where z s 1, for2 1
values of z G 4, by the same process.2
We summarize conditions on z and z still to be accounted for in Table1 2
5 below. For information on these remaining partitions, we look to the
conjugate blocks. A list of mU is given in Table 6. As in the rectangular
core case, we are able to eliminate a large number of m where mU appears
Ž .too far down the lexicographic ordering these cases are labelled with ² .
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TABLE 5
m Conditions on z , z1 2
² :i z s 11
² :i, i q 1 z s 21
² :i, i q z z s 11 1
² :i, i q z z s 12 1
² :i, i z s 11
² : Ž . Ž .i q 2, i q 1, i z G 3 and z s z or z s z q 11 2 1 2 1
² : Ž . Ž .i q z , i q 1, i z G 2 and z s z q 1 or z s z q 21 1 2 1 2 1
² : Ž . Ž .i q z , i q 1, i z G 2 and z s z or z s z q 12 1 2 1 2 1
² : Ž . Ž .i q 1, i, i z G 2 and z s z or z s z q 11 2 1 2 1
² : Ž . Ž .i q 1, i z s 1 and z s 2 or 31 2
TABLE 6
Mullineux Mapping of Partitions of Table 5
² :m s i ; z s 11
UConditions on i, z m2
² .z G 4 p y z q 4, p y z q 3, p y z q 2 ²2 2 2 2
² :z s 3; i F p y 3 p, p y 1, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 3; i s p y 2 p y 1, p ²2
² :z s 2; i F p y 3 p, i q 2, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 2 p, p y 1 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 p, 2 ²2
² :z s 1; i F p y 3 i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 1; i s p y 2 p, p y 1, 2 ²2
² :z s 1; i s p y 1 p, 3, 22
² :z s 1; i s p 4, 3, 22
² :m s i, i q 1 ; z s 21
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z G 5 p y z q 5, p y z q 4, p y z q 3 ²2 2 2 2
² :z s 4; i F p y 4 p, p y 1, i q 2 ²2
² :z s 4; i s p y 3 p y 1, p ²2
² :z s 3; i F p y 4 p, i q 3, i q 2 ²2
² :z s 3; i s p y 3 p, p y 1 ²2
² :z s 3; i s p y 2 p, 3 ²2
² :z s 2; i F p y 4 i q 4, i q 3, i q 2 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 3 p, p y 1, 3 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 2 p, 4, 32
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 5, 4, 32
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Ž .TABLE 6} Continued
² :m s i q 2, i q 1, i ; z s z or z s z q 12 1 2 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s z q 1; i q z F p y 1 p, i q z q 1, i q z ²2 1 2 1 1
² :z s z q 1; i q z s p p, p y 1 ²2 1 2
² :z s z q 1; i q z s p q 1 p, z q 1 ²2 1 2 1
² :z s z F p y 3; i q z F p y 2 i q z q 2, i q z q 1, i q z ²2 1 2 1 1 1
² :z s z F p y 3; i q z s p y 1 p, p y 1, z q 1 ²2 1 2 1
² :z s z F p y 3; i q z s p p, z q 2, z q 12 1 2 1 1
² :z s z F p y 3; i q z s p q 1 z q 3, z q 2, z q 12 1 2 1 1 1
² :z s z s p y 2; i s 2 p, p y 12 1
² :z s z s p y 2; i s 3 p y 1, p2 1
² :z s z s p y 1; i s 2 p2 1
² :m s i q z, i q 1, i ; z s z q 2 or z s z q 12 1 2 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s z q 2; i q z F p y 1 p y 1, i q z q 1, i q z ²2 1 2 1 1
² :z s z q 2; i q z s p p y 1, p y 2 ²2 1 2
² :z s z q 2; i q z s p q 1 p y 1, z q 1 ²2 1 2 1
² :z q 1 s z F p y 3; i q z F p y 2 i q z q 2, i q z q 1, i q z ²1 2 2 1 1 1
² :z q 1 s z F p y 3; i q z s p y 1 p y 1, p y 2, z q 1 ²1 2 2 1
² :z q 1 s z F p y 3; i q z s p p y 1, z q 2, z q 11 2 2 1 1
² :z q 1 s z F p y 3; i q z s p q 1 z q 3, z q 2, z q 11 2 2 1 1 1
² :z q 1 s z s p y 2; i s 2 p y 1, p y 21 2
² :z q 1 s z s p y 2; i s 3 p y 2, p y 11 2
² :z q 1 s z s p y 1; i s 2 p y 11 2
² :m s i, i q z ; z s 11 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z ) 1; i q z F p p y z q 2, i q 1, 1 ²2 2 2
² :z ) 1; i q z s p q 1 p y z q 2, 1 ²2 2 2
² :z s 1 i q 1, 2, 2 ²2
² :m s i, i q z ; z s 12 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z G 3 p y z q 3, p y z q 2, 2 ²2 2 2
² :z s 2 p, 2, 2 ²2
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Ž .TABLE 6} Continued
² :m s i, i ; z s 11
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s 1; i F p y 2 i q 2, i q 1, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 1; i s p y 1 p, p, 2 ²2
² :z s 1; i s p 3, 2, 22
² :z G 2; i q z F p y 1 p y z q 2, i q 1, i q 1 ²2 2 2
² :z G 2; i q z s p i q 2, i q 1, i q 1 ²2 2
² :z G 3; i q z s p q 1 p y z q 3, p y z q 2, 2 ²2 2 2 2
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 p, 2, 2 ²2
² :m s i q z , i q 1, i ; z s z or z s z q 12 2 1 2 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s z q 1 p, z q 1, z q 1 ²2 1 1 1
² :z s z i q z , z q 1, z q 1 ²2 1 1 1 1
² :m s i q 1, i, i ; z s z or z s z q 12 1 2 1
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s z q 1; i q z F p p, i q z , i q z ²2 1 2 1 1
² :z s z q 1; i q z s p q 1 p, z q 1, z q 1 ²2 1 2 1 1
² :z s z ; i q z F p y 1 i q z q 1, i q z , i q z ²2 1 2 1 1 1
² :z s z ; i q z s p p, p, z q 1 ²2 1 2 1
² :z s z F p y 2; i q z s p q 1 z q 2, z q 1, z q 12 1 2 1 1 1
² :z s z s p y 1; i s 2 p, p2 1
² :m s i q 1, i ; z s 2 or 32
UConditions on i, z m2
² :z s 2; i F p y 4 i q 3, i q 2, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 3 p y 1, p y 2, 2 ²2
² :z s 2; i s p y 2 p y 1, 3, 22
² :z s 2; i s p y 1 4, 3, 22
² :z s 3; i F p y 4 p y 1, i q 2, i q 1 ²2
² :z s 3; i s p y 3 p y 1, p y 2 ²2
² :z s 3; i s p y 2 p y 1, 2 ²2
6. EXTENSIONS
6.1. The rectangular core case
Ž . zSuppose the block B of S has rectangular core i y 1 . Recall fromn
Ãthe proof of Lemma 2.4 that there is a block B of defect 1 of S suchnq1
that the display of its core has one more bead on runner i and one less
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bead on runner i y 1 than that of the core of B. Then there is a
 4 i i ipermutation p of 1, . . . , p such that a ) a ) ??? ) a in Bp Ž1. p Ž2. p Ž p.
Ã² Ž .: ² Ž .: ² Ž .:and p 1 ) p 2 ) ??? ) p p in B. In particular,
S
i ap Žc.
k
iÃ b²p Žc.: B p Žc.SS x ; .kk B
igp Žc.Sk
By Frobenius Reciprocity, this implies that multiple or self-extensions of
D
i aUp Žc. can only occur when at least one of ib and ig is p-singular.k p Žc. p Žc.
Moreover, multiple or self-extensions of D
i ap Žc. exist if and only if theyk
exist for D
i aUp Žc. in the conjugate block BX with core z iy1. If iaU szq1a ink p Žc. h
BX, for some 1 F h F p, then multiple or self-extensions of Di ap Žc. existk
only when at least one of zq1b and zq1g is p-singular. Therefore we needh h
only consider cases of D
i ap Žc. when at least one of ib and ig and atk p Žc. p Žc.
least one of zq1b and zq1g are p-singular. By appealing to conjugacy inh h
this way, the only case left to consider is the conjugate pair D
2 a2 and D
3 a1
k k
Ž 2 . Ž .of irreducibles in the blocks of S with cores 1 and 2 , respectively.3 pq2
The matrix of composition factors given below of S
2 a2 , S
2 b2 , and S
2g 2 ink k k
Ž 2 .the block B of S with core 1 can be calculated using Schaper's3 pq2
formula:
D²3, 4: D²3, 3: D²2, 4: D²2, 2: D²1:k k k k k
²2, 2:S 1 1 1 1k .²2, 1:S 1 1k
²1:S 1 1 1k
Ã²2: ²2: ²2: BÃSince S s D in the block B of S , the indecomposable S xk k 3 pq3 k B
is self-dual. By obtaining information about the Ext-quiver of B from the
Ext-quivers of the principal blocks of S and S , we can show that3 p 3 pq1Ã²2: BS x has Loewy seriesk B
D²2, 2:k
²3, 3: ²2, 4:D Dk k
²3, 4: ²2, 2: ²1:D D D .k k k
²3, 3: ²2, 4:D Dk k
²2, 2:Dk
Therefore multiple or self-extensions do not occur in this remaining case.
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6.2. The birectangular core case
lw x Ž .Suppose the blocks B and B form a 3:2 pair and that P D is ak
typical projective indecomposable module in B which is not isomorphic to
Ž a . Ž l.P D . Assuming decomposition numbers are all 0 or 1, P D has atk k
most four copies of Da. Then by inducing and restricting projectivek
indecomposables, we may show that:
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .1 P D has no copies of D if and only if P D has no copiesk k k
aof D ,k
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .2 P D has one copy of D if and only if P D has three copiesk k k
aof D ,k
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .3 P D has two copies of D if and only if P D has two copiesk k k
aof D ,k
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .4 P D has three copies of D if and only if P D has one copyk k k
aof D ,k
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .5 P D has four copies of D if and only if P D has fourk k k
acopies of D .k
l l l l B l lŽHere l and l are such that D x ( D [ D and D › ( D [ D .k B k k k k k
.The notation has to be modified slightly when l s b , g , or d .
l a l BŽ . Ž .For example, if P D has one copy of D , the P D x › hask k k B
thirty-six copies of Da and is isomorphic to the direct sum of four copiesk
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .of P D and eight copies of P D . So P D x is isomorphic tok k k B
l l l BŽ . Ž . Ž .P D [ P D and P D › is isomorphic to the direct sum of twok k k
l a lŽ . Ž . Ž .copies of P D and four copies of P D . Hence P D has three copiesk k k
aof D .k
lŽ .Furthermore, if there exists a projective P D in B with only one copyk
a l B l lŽ . Ž . Ž .of D , then since P D › is isomorphic to P D [ P D in this case,k k k k
a Bit follows that D › is the direct sum of precisely two identical indecom-k
posable modules. Each indecomposable has head and socle equal to Dak
and takes one of the following two forms:
Da Dak k
aD [ N N;k 1 2
a aD Dk k
where N is a self-dual module with no copies of Da and N is self-dual1 k 2
whose single copy of Da does not appear in its head and socle. Both Nk 1
and N have two copies of Dl.2 k
ŽŽNow suppose the block B of S has birectangular core p y z q i yn 2
. z1 Ž . z2 .1 , i y 1 , with i q z y 1 F p and z G z . Then multiple and self-2 2 1
extensions of D
i a can only exist when at least one of ib , ig , or id isk
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p-singular. This only occurs when i s 2. By appealing to the conjugate
X ŽŽ . iy1 pyz2 .block B with core z q z , z , we also require z s 1. So we1 2 1 1
Ž z2 .need only consider blocks with cores of the form p y z q 1, 1 . In such2
a block, 2b is always p-singular, 2d is always p-regular, and 2g is p-singular
if z s p y 1 and p-regular otherwise.2
We first consider self-extensions in a defect 3 block B with core
Ž z2 . lp y z q 1, 1 , where 2 F z F p y 2. Since any Specht module S is2 2 k
isomorphic to the dual of Sl
X
m alt, it follows that both S
2 a and S
2 d in Bk k k
have irreducible heads and socles, S
2 b has an irreducible socle, and S
2g
k k
has an irreducible head. By Corollary 3.6, self-extensions of D
2 a can onlyk
exist if D
2 a appears in the head of S
2 b. By appealing to conjugacy, thisk k
occurs if and only if D
2 a appears in the socle of S
2g. Therefore, if D
2 a
k k k
extends itself, there must be a copy of D
2 a in the head, socle, secondk
Ž 2 a .Loewy layer, and second socle layer of P D . This is impossible, how-k
2 a B Žever, by consideration of the possible structures of D › above. Notek
2 2² z q2, 1, 1: a a B2Ž .that P D in B has exactly one copy of D , so D › doesk 2 k k
.indeed take one of the two forms.
Now suppose multiple extensions occur in such a block. Then by
Corollary 3.6, there must exist an irreducible Dl in both the second Loewyk
layer of S
2 a and the head of S
2 b. By conjugacy, Dl also appears in thek k k
socle of S
2g and in the second socle layer of S
2 d. So there is an irreduciblek k
Dl with multiplicity 1 in S
2 a, S
2 b, S
2g, and S
2 d. We can eliminate thisk k k k k
possibility, however, by the arguments of Section 5.2 and, in particular, by
referring to Table 6.
It just remains to consider the pair of conjugate blocks of S with4 pq1
Ž . Ž py1.
2 bcores p, 1 and 2, 1 . By Schaper's formula, the Specht module S ink
Ž . 2 athe block B with core p, 1 is irreducible with a single factor D , sok
multiple extensions cannot occur. If D
2 a in B extends itself, then eitherk
D
2 a appears in the head, socle, second Loewy layer, and second socle layerk
Ž 2 a .
2 b Ž 2 a .of P D as above, or since S is irreducible, P D could be of thek k k
form
D
2 a
k
2 a ,D [ Nk
2 aDk
where N is a self-dual module whose single copy of D
2 a does not appeark
2 a Bin its head and socle. By considering the possible structures of D ›k
again, both cases are impossible.
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7. THE MAIN THEOREM
We conclude with a statement of the main theorem.
THEOREM 7.1. Let p G 5. A block B of kS of defect 3 has then
following properties:
Ž .1 All the decomposition numbers are 0 or 1.
Ž . Ž l l.12 D , D s 0 for all p-regular l.k k k S n
Ž . Ž l m.13 D , D s 0 or 1 for all p-regular l and m.k k k S n
Remark. These properties are common to blocks of defect 2 and 3. The
first property, however, does not hold for blocks of defect 4.
APPENDIX
We list in Tables 7 and 8 all the remaining cases where D m may occurk
with multiplicity greater than 1 in some Specht module.
These cases are all dealt with similarly by using Schaper's formula. We
² :consider the first rectangular case m s p y 1 in the block B with core
Ž . U ² : X Ž py2. Žp y 2 . So m s p, 3, 2 in the block B with core 1 . Further
w x .examples appear in 9 .
2 2 2  4Now a , b , and g , when j g 2, p y 1, p y 2, . . . , 5, 4 , are all lexico-j j j
U ² : Xgraphically greater than m s p, 3, 2 in the block B . So the multiplicity
of D² p, 3, 2: in any of S
2 a j, S
2 b j, and S
2g j for those values of j is zero. Alsok k k k
Ž . ² p, 3, 2:
2 a3by Theorem 1.2 first row removal , the multiplicity of D in S ,k k
TABLE 7
Rectangular Core Cases
Um Core m Core
py2² : Ž . ² :p y 1 p y 2 p, 3, 2 1
py1² : Ž . ² :p p y 1 4, 3, 2 1
2 py3² : Ž . ² :p y 2, p y 1 p y 3 p, 4, 3 2
2 py2² : Ž . ² :p y 1, p p y 2 5, 4, 3 2
z iy1² : Ž . ² :i q 2, i q 1, i i y 1 ; i q z s p p, z q 2, z q 1 z
z iy1² : Ž . ² :i q 2, i q 1, i i y 1 ; i q z s p q 1 z q 3, z q 2, z q 1 z
py2² : Ž . ² :p, p y 1 p y 2 4, 3, 2 1
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TABLE 8
Birectangular Core Cases
Um Core m Core
py2 py1² : Ž . ² : Ž .p y 1 2 p y 3, p y 2 p, 3, 2 2 , 1
py1 py1² : Ž . ² : Ž .p 2 p y 2, p y 1 4, 3, 2 2 , 1
2 2 py3 py2² : ŽŽ . Ž . . ² : Ž .p y 2, p y 1 2 p y 5 , p y 3 p, 4, 3 4 , 2
2 2 py2 py2² : ŽŽ . Ž . . ² : Ž .p y 1, p 2 p y 4 , p y 2 5, 4, 3 4 , 2
py1 py1² : Ž . ² : Ž .p, p 2 p y 2, p y 1 3, 2, 2 2 , 1
py2 py2 2² : Ž . ² : Ž Ž . .4, 3, 2 3 , 1 p, p y 1 2 p y 5, p y 2
py3 py2 2² : Ž . ² : Ž Ž . .p y 1, 3, 2 3 , 1 p y 1, p y 2 2 p y 5, p y 3
² : ² :i q 2, i q 1, i p, z q 2, z q 11 1
² : ² :i q 2, i q 1, i See z q 3, z q 2, z q 1 See1 1 1
² : ² :p y 1, i q 1, i Table 6 p y 1, z q 2, z q 1 Table 61 1
² : ² :i q 1, i, i z q 2, z q 1, z q 11 1 1
S
2 b3, and S
2g3 is at most 1. So it just remains to consider the multiplicity ofk k
D² p, 3, 2: in S
2 ap, S
2 bp, and S
2g p, and S
2 a1, S
2 b1, S
2g1.k k k k k k k
We first consider the multiplicity of D² p, 3, 2: in S
2 ap, S
2 bp, and S
2g p. Tok k k k 2 a² p, 3, 1: ² p, 3, 2: pkXdo this, we consider the multiplicity of D s D x in S ,k k B2 2b gp p Ž .S , and S which is assumed to be 0 or 1 in each case and then referk k
Ž . Ž . w xto statements 1 ] 4 of Section 5.1. We use the notation of 7, Section 1.2
Ž Ž . Ž ..letting n s n x y m y n y y m .p c p c
First note that the multiplicity of D² p, 3, 1: in S²3, 3, 1:, S²3, 2, 1:, andk k k
²3, 1, 1: Ž .S is 1, 0, and 0, respectively by Theorem 1.2 row reduction . Fork
² :each l below, we list every partition m with p, 3, 1 G m ) l that occurs
l Žas a contribution of S by Schaper's formula M denotes the multiplicityk
² p, 3, 1: m.of D in S . We are therefore able to calculate the multiplicity ofk k
D² p, 3, 1: in Sl.k k
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Hence the multiplicity of D² p, 3, 1: in S²2, 1: and S² p, 3, 3: is 1 and 0,k k k
respectively.
2 a² p, 3, 1: pThis implies that D occurs with multiplicity 1 in both S andk k
S² p, 3, 2:.k
2 2b g² p, 3, 1: p pSo D occurs with multiplicity 0 in both S and S .k k k
Therefore D² p, 3, 2: cannot occur with multiplicity 2 in S
2 ap, S
2 bp, or S
2g p
k k k k
X Ž . Ž .in B since by statements 1 ] 4 of Section 5.1, this can only happen
2 2a b² p, 3, 1: p pwhen D occurs with multiplicity 1 in at least two of S , S , andk k k
2g XpS in B .k
Under conjugation, the partitions py1a , py1b , and py1g in Bpy1 py1 py1
map to 2g , 2b , and 2a , respectively, in BX. Therefore, it is enough to1 1 1
consider the multiplicity of D² py1: in S
py1apy 1, S
py1 bpy 1, and S
py1g py 1.k k k k
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Hence the multiplicity of D² py1: in S² p: and S² py1, p: is 1 and 0,k k k
respectively.
So the multiplicity of D² py1: in S
1apy 1 and S
py1 bpy 1 is 1 and 0, respec-k k k
Ž . Ž . ² py1:tively. So by statements 1 ] 4 of Section 5.1, the multiplicity of D ink
S
py1g py 1 is at most 1. Therefore D² py1: does not occur in any Spechtk k
module of B with multiplicity greater than 1. Equivalently, D² p, 3, 2: doesk
not occur in any Specht module of BX with multiplicity greater than 1.
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